Simply the easiest.

INTRODUCING
The New SINGER® Inspiration™
From **idea** to **I’m done** has never been easier.

See it. Sew it. Transform it. You can with a little Inspiration – the amazing new machine from SINGER®. Designed by sewers, Inspiration™ brings your best ideas to life.

Three exclusive features help make it happen – **NoError Threading™**, **SureFit Bobbin™**, and **StayBright LED Light™**.

The **Inspiration™ 4212** offers remarkably convenient features:

- **12 Built-In Stitches**
  The most popular utility and decorative stitches, plus stretch stitches for perfect seams on elastic materials.

- **StayBright LED Light™**
  Unparalleled illumination of all your sewing projects.

- **Variable Stitch Width Adjustment**
  A handy dial lets you select different settings.

- **Convenient Carrying Handle**
  Take it to any room in your home, or any other place you like.

- **Handy Free Arm**
  For easy sewing of hard-to-reach areas.

- **SureFit Bobbin™**
  There’s only one way to insert the bobbin.

- **NoError Threading™**
  You can’t get it wrong.

- **Fully-Automatic One-Step Buttonhole**
  Buttonhole making in one simple operation.

- **Automatic Needle Threader**
  No need to look for the needle’s eye.

More features you’ll love:
- Built-In Accessory Storage
- Easy Stitch Selection
- Stitch Length up to 5 mm
- Variable Stitch Width up to 6 mm
- 3 Needle Positions
- Electronic Foot Control